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Abstract 
This paper presents an entertainment-oriented application for 
mobile service, which generates customized speech-driven 3D 
facial animation and delivers to end-user by MMS 
(Multimedia Messaging Service). Some important methods of 
this application are discussed, including the 3D facial model 
based on 3 photos, the 3D facial animation driven by speech 
or text on-line and the video format transformer for most 
smart phones. The implementation shows the facial animation 
runs vividly and the system gets a positive feedback by 
subjects’ evaluation. 
Index Terms: Smart phone application, MMS, 3D facial 
animation 
 

1. Introduction 
According to the MMA "Mobile Marketing Association", the 
third generation wireless service promises to provide high 
data speeds, always-on data access and greater voice capacity. 
The high data speeds enable full motion video, high-speed 
internet access and video-conferencing, and are measured in 
Mbit/s. As for current mobile phone, in addition to the 
standard voice function of a telephone, it can support many 
additional services such as SMS for text messaging, email, 
packet switching for access to the Internet, and MMS for 
sending and receiving photos and video. The facial visual 
animation especially 3D facial animation plays an important 
role of MMS.Facial animation has become well-known and 
popular through animated feature films and computer games 
but its applications include many more areas such as 
communication, education, scientific simulation, and agent-
based systems. Many researchers have focused on facial 
animation MMS, Microsoft Research (Asia) designed systems 
for the illustration generation, and the University of Tokyo 
created a mobile animation messages system [1]. This paper 
builds a system that has two points one is 3D facial model 
building based on three photos; the other is 3D facial 
animation driven by speech or text which can play in your 
smart phone after our process. These two points refer to 
underlying technologies: facial modeling, facial animation, 
and speech and text processing.  

Three-dimension head models provide the most powerful 
means of generating computer facial animation. One of 
earliest works on computerized head model for graphics and 
animation was done by Parke [2]. The model was a mesh of 
3D points controlled by a set of conformation and expression 
parameters. The early 1980s saw the development of the first 
physically-based muscle-controlled face model by Platt and 
the development of technology for facial caricatures by 
Brennan.The late 1980s saw the development of a new 
muscle-based model by Waters [3].Recently more effort has 
been made on the image-based model, which completely 

forego any underlying computer graphics model, and instead 
model the face using example images [4].But this way is hard 
to change person’s model easily. 

Currently there are two ways for implementing the facial 
animation with original speech: via speech recognition or not 
via speech recognition [5] [6] .The former method needs to 
model the relation of speech and viseme directly or indirectly, 
and indirect modeling includes additional mapping from 
phoneme to viseme. However phonemes and visemes do not 
share a one-to-one correspondence; Often, several phonemes 
share the same viseme [7].The latter method is to construct a 
direct mapping from speech acoustics (e.g. linear predictive 
codes) onto facial parameters. Compared with the relationship 
between acoustic information and phoneme (or syllable) the 
connection between speech and facial animation parameter is 
looser and more complicated .So the latter method may be not 
able to simulate mouth movement accurately. 

Animation driven by speech is our main work but as for 
text, we can do additional process: first we convert text 
message to speech saved as wav format and then use our 
system to realize the final facial animation. Figure 1 shows 
the common TTS (Text to Speech) process. 
 

 
                                 Figure 1: TTS 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First, 
we describe the main structure of our system and how it 
works in section 2.Then we will focus on Chinese viseme 
classification, viseme recognizer, the visual viseme database 
for synthesis and synchronization between speech and lip 
movements in section 3. Section 4 shows the experiment 
results of our system. Conclusion and perspectives are given 
in section 5. Finally we express our acknowledgements in 
section 6. 

2. System Overview 
The system runs through the wireless networks with the 
Server and Client shown in Figure 2. The client (mobile 
phone user) sends photos, text message or speech to the server, 
and assigns the receiver (another mobile phone user) who will 
get the 3D facial animation multimedia message from the 
server.  
The 3D facial animation is realized on the server, details can 
be found in the Figure 3. First we build one 3D facial model 
through the FaceGen software [8], second generate 3D 
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synchronous facial animation driven by speech or text, which 
is saved as video with *.avi format. Third convert the *.avi 
video to *.3gp format, which is a multimedia container format 
defined by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) 
for use on 3G mobile phones. At last mobile phone users can 
enjoy facial animation in their mobiles. 
 

 

Figure 2: System Architecture  

 

 
 

Figure 3: 3D facial animation generation architecture 
 

3. Facial Animation on the Server 
Facial animation system driven by text or speech on the server 

will be introduced in details from the following aspects: 
 

3.1. Facial Model 

During about 30 years of speech animation, this field has been 
classified into two main categories: motion capture and 3D 
models. Each one has its own advantages and disadvantages. 
The first method’s key disadvantage is that changing the 
model is hard; the second method’s disadvantage is that the 
3D model may be not realistic like the first one. However our 
aim is for entertainment which do not need special actual 
model. Therefore we choose the 3D model to obtain a facial 
talking head, and used FaceGen 2.1 to generate 3D facial 
model which can satisfy our requirements. 

3.2. Viseme Recognition 

From the discussion above, viseme classification is the 
foremost problem. MPEG-4 [9] standard supplies the English 
viseme classification but without any advice for Chinese, so 
Chinese viseme classification attracts many related literatures’ 
attention which give their own classification from 6 to 29 
categories[16][17]. Base on the following rules, we classify 
Chinese viseme into 20 categories. The specific categories are 
listed as Table 1. 

� Build a video corpus which covers all initials and 
finals in Chinese Mandarin 

� Extract the maximum state of one visual phoneme 
frame photos (the critical variational state to the next 
one) by a series of image processing technologies 

� Measure and record these parameters: open 
amplitude of outer and inner lips, the length of 
mouth corner, tongue and teeth information. 

� Data measurement is processed by  equation (1) 
2
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where 
ijD indicates the ith ,jth  similarity ,

ilV the lth 

parameter of the ith viseme . 

Table 1.Chiese Viseme classification with similarity 

Viseme  Phoneme  
msD  viseme  phoneme 

msD  

V_bpm b,p,m 0.91 V_iy y, i 0.89 
V_f f  V_uw u,w 0.86 
V_dtnl d,t,n,l 0.89 V_ü ü  
V_gkh g,k,h 0.90 V_enengng en,eng,ng 0.85 
V_jqx j,q,x 0.93 V_aian ai,an 0.86 
V_zhchsh
r 

zh,ch,sh,r 0.88 V_ei ei  

V_zcs z,c,s 0.87 V_ao ao  
V_a a  V_ou ou  
V_o o  V_ang ang  
V_eer e,er 0.89 V_ong ong  
V_sil _   
 

msD  indicates the mean similarity with the same viseme of 
several phonemes. 
Besides viseme classification, syllable labeling is another 
pivotal task; the following experiment shows our rules for 
syllable labeling is feasible. And Table 2 gives a part of 
results. 

Table 2. A part of syllable labeling example 

Syllable Viseme sequence 
bin V_BPM   V_iY   V_enengnng 
cuan V_ZCS  V_uW   V_aian 
dong V_DTNL V-ong 
 en V_enengng 
fang V_F V_ang 
jiong V-jQX  V_iY  V-ong 
zhong V-ZHCHSHR  V-ong 
 
 
After above two important preprocessing, viseme recognition 
task can be realized based on Microsoft Speech SDK 
5.1[10] .It transcribe speech to phonemes and then map 
phonemes to viseme according to mapping table. But as for  
Chinese, the speech recognizer just sends the word 
information .Empirically; we set the duration time of the word 
by proportion instead of uniform proration:  

: : 3 : 5 : 6u v v dT T T �                            (2) 

Where , ,uv v dT T T  represents the duration time of unvoiced, 
voiced, diphthong phoneme in one word, experimental results 
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
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3.3. Viseme Corpus for Synthesis 

Based on three photos, we acquire a geometric face model as 
Figure 4 shows, which  consists of about 1882 polygons and 
1899 vertices. We acquire viseme library through adjusting 
expression parameters supplied by the software. 

  
Figure 4: Example of 3D viseme Ve_anger and V_aa  

In order to easily change model and just build viseme 
database one time, difference data between natural face is 
saved .Here difference data namely the 3D model coordinates 
difference, it is just like FAPs (Facial Animation Parameters) 
in the mpeg-4 standard [9]. FAPs represent a complete set of 
facial actions involving translational movement and allow 
consistent interpretation of FAPs on any facial model. Figure 
5 gives clear explanation. 
 

 
Figure 5: 3D model difference coordinates 

Figure 5 shows we first obtain the data difference between 
neutral face and viseme V_aa of model A, and then add the 
data difference to model B neutral face to get the satisfactory 
viseme V_aa of model B. 

3.4. Lip-synchronization  

Experience in common life tells me lip sync problems are not 
only annoying, but can lead to subconscious viewer stress and 
mistakes, so Lip sync plays an important role in visual 
animation. Linear algorithm is usually used with relative low 
complexity. However it fails to exhibit the inertial motion 
characters of acceleration and deceleration, so another no-
linear algorithm with a cosine function is adopted to achieve 
the better animation effect. The related formulas are in the 
following: 

(1 ) _d o u tse t e n dV V c V c� �                                  (3) 
 

nT                                         (4) 
 

�                     (5) 
Where dV  means the transitional viseme, nT is outset time of 
viseme, so the duration time is 

n n+1 nD =T -T .(2)   Shows the 
linear method parameter, (3) shows the no-linear method 
parameter. 
The results of a large number of videos observations 

demonstrate that the beginning time of video attracts more 
attention and has quick change; consequently a tradeoff 
method is adopted by setting nonlinear algorithm at the 
beginning and the linear way for the remaining part. 

4. Experiment Results 
Our system configures are described as follows: 

� Nokia N73 mobile with 3.2 megapixel autofocus 
camera as our experiment client  

� DELL GX280 with Pentium(R) 4 CPU 
3.00GHZ ,512 M memory , which setups the VC 
2005 as the program environment [14][15]. 

Mobile user supplies photo and text message for the server 
receives facial animation and enjoys it on the mobile phone 
(Figure 6). On a mobile phone the performance is about 30 
frames per second in *.3gp format. 

 
Figure 6: 3D face model preview on mobile phone 

A series of perceptual measurement is conducted to evaluate 
the performance of 3D facial animation system. 10 subjects 
are invited to experience the system and then score it from 1 
to 5 bad/poor/fair/good/excellent as for naturalness, 
reality, interest, comfort aspects. Perceptual result is shown in 
table 3. 

Table 3: Perceptual result by ten subjects  

                Items Naturalness Reality Interest Comfort 

1 4 4 5 4 
2 4 3 4 4 
3 4 4 5 4 
4 4 3 4 3 
5 3 4 4 4 
6 4 3 4 3 
7 3 4 4 4 
8 4 4 5 4 
9 3 4 4 4 
10 4 3 5 4 
Mean 3.7 3.6 4.4 3.8 
 
From the table 3 data shows that most persons feel satisfied 
and interested in our system. The result meets our 
entertainment aim. 
 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 
In this paper a bilingual speech-driven 3D facial Animation 
system for mobile entertainment is created. The system 

V_silence         Eexpresssion_anger      V_aa 

Subjects 
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consists of the server and client which interact through 
wireless network. Facial animation on the server just needs to 
build viseme corpus one time which saves much tedious time 
and can be used for any other model. Also an effective lip 
synchronization tradeoff algorithm is adopted. Finally 
subjects give their evaluation on 3D facial animation playing 
on mobile phone. Perceptual measurement shows 3D facial 
animation has strong entertainment characters, so it is a 
promising application to send wishes by 3D facial animation 
MMS.  

For the future work, the 3D facial model reality needs to 
be improved furtherly. We will add some accessories to make 
3D model lifelike: hair, glasses and so on. Additionally, 
cartoon and animal model maybe created that users can 
choose what they like 3D model to send their best wishes. 
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